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By Maurice Yacowar Mel Brooks is a mystery. On the one hand, he is notorious for his wacky public
behaviour and for his zany films. On the other, some of his public pronouncements show him to be
a very serious fellow. While his audiences clutch their sides in helpless laughter, Madman Mel warns
us that serious things are going on amid those wild goings-on. This book is a new, updated edition
of Maurice Yacowar s classic book on Brooks, first published in 1981. There is a section on Mel
Brooks background and origins, including his work on television, his early works, audio recordings,
and how Brooks uses comedy. Each film directed by Brooks is analysed, with a brief plot summary
to refresh the memory, a close reading of the films major themes and strategies, and a scattering of
background information about the movies. For Mel Brooks, comedy can serve a serious purpose. I
maintain there is nothing you cannot deal with in comic terms and make a point. I...
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It in one of my personal favorite pdf. This really is for all those who statte there was not a really worth looking at. I realized this book from my dad and i
encouraged this pdf to understand.
-- K a tlynn Ha a g-- K a tlynn Ha a g

Comprehensive guideline! Its such a good read through. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just easily could possibly get a
enjoyment of reading a composed book.
-- Lonz o Wilder m a n-- Lonz o Wilder m a n
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